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Abstract

We present a search system for grammatically analyzed corpora of Finnish

parliamentary records and interviews with former parliamentarians, annotated

with metadata of talk structure and involved parliamentarians, and discuss

their use through carefully chosen digital humanities case studies. We first

introduce the construction, contents, and principles of use of the corpora. Then

we discuss the application of the search system and the corpora to study how

politicians talk about power, how ideological terms are used in political

speech, and how to identify narratives in the data. All case studies stem from

questions in the humanities and the social sciences, but rely on the grammati-

cally parsed corpora in both identifying and quantifying passages of interest.

Finally, the paper discusses the role of natural language processing methods

for questions in the (digital) humanities. It makes the claim that a digital

humanities inquiry of parliamentary speech and interviews with politicians

cannot only rely on computational humanities modeling, but needs to accom-

modate a range of perspectives starting with simple searches, quantitative

exploration, and ending with modeling. Furthermore, the digital humanities

need a more thorough discussion about how the utilization of tools from infor-

mation science and technologies alter the research questions posed in the

humanities.

1 | INTRODUCTION

The massive production of born-digital texts as well as
digitalization of historical records has opened up new
avenues of study, making it possible to analyze
machine-readable collections. Among the types of

historical sources available, newspapers and parlia-
mentary records have most commonly been trans-
formed into digital form. They stand out as they form a
long series of fairly uniform textual data. While the
use of newspapers is often restricted due to copyright
issues, parliamentary records are public and free from
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any copyright restrictions that could hamper their use
for research purposes. Hence, we can find digital col-
lections of them from most European countries. For
parliamentary records, the European CLARIN Infra-
structure that collects, maintains, and develops com-
mon language resources links to 36 different resources
that contain European linguistically annotated parlia-
mentary records.

Due to their institutional and procedural similarities
and a long history of public records, parliamentary docu-
ments provide an easily accessible collection of sources
with great potential for national, transnational, and com-
parative research (Ihalainen & Palonen, 2009). Parliament
is a crucial research interest for many disciplines ranging
from politics, history, and sociology to the study of rhe-
toric. Parliaments have for a long time been the main
object of struggles for democratization (Bonin, 2020;
Ihalainen, Ilie, & Palonen, 2016; Kurunmäki, Nevers, & te
Velde, 2018) and have also received attention from a digi-
tal humanities perspective (see, e.g., Curran et al., 2018;
Grimmer, 2013). Today, parliament is the main forum for
the nationwide political debate and has a formalized link
to political decision making in democratically governed
countries (e.g., Ilie, 2010). Parliamentary debates both
reflect upon and feed political debates in the press and
social media, and the society at large.

The Finnish parliamentary records and the accompa-
nying interviews have so far been used only in a few stud-
ies that deploy methods from corpus linguistics, language
technology, or computer science (Kettunen & La
Mela, 2020; Loukasmäki & Makkonen, 2019;
Nelimarkka, 2019). In the past few years political scien-
tists have also started to discuss the broader implications
in research culture, collaboration, and research questions
when moving toward computational methods in the
analysis of parliamentary material (Ahonen, 2015;
Ahonen, 2018; Ahonen & Wiberg, 2018). In particular,
one of the problems with analyzing parliamentary speech
quantitatively lies in the tension between the inherent
activity of speaking for and against (pro et contra) in par-
liament, and the flattening of conflict that often follows
from quantifying linguistic features.

The two datasets have been grammatically parsed for
the purpose of analyzing linguistic features to answer
humanities questions. The Finnish language has a rich
system of inflections. Finnish words may appear in many
distinct inflectional forms, including fairly rare ones. This
makes Finnish poorly suitable for direct machine learning
or bag-of-words models. Additionally, Finnish is a rela-
tively small language in terms of resources compared to
languages like English and Spanish, which makes straight-
forward machine-learning even more challenging. A com-
mon remedy for this is to start by parsing the texts, for

example, into Universal Dependencies (UDs) (Universal
Dependencies Website, http://universaldependencies.org).

Text corpora allowing access to grammatical elements
of the text exist, with contents such as the Finnish parlia-
mentary records 2008–2018, like the Korp corpus offered
by Finnish Language Bank Kielipankki (Plenary Sessions
of the Parliament of Finland, 2020). That corpus can be
searched using an intuitive graphical search interface or
using the relatively general CQP (corpus query processor)
query language. Building on this development, our work is
based on implementing our own search system and cor-
pora (VoDe Corpora, 2020), allowing us to make queries
that explore larger passages of text and add flexibly new
content to the corpora.

In addition to our system, we introduce three case stud-
ies as three different humanities questions all benefitting
from the grammatical parsing in the two corpora. A case
on discourses of power among politicians is demanding to
interpret because it requires a good understanding for
when interviewees talk about power and especially when
they do not. Lemmatization and parsing is central to find-
ing relevant passages and for understanding when dis-
courses of power appear. Our case on isms as pivotal terms
for organizing political thinking highlights the need for
solid quantification of different, but related, terms across
the political spectrum. It targets co-occurrences and chro-
nological shifts in political language, but ultimately cannot
interpret quantitative results without toggling back and
forth between textual examples and figures. The third case
moves the focus to a central concept of humanistic inter-
pretation: narrative. We use grammatical tenses to identify
narrative structures in the text tackling a computationally
challenging task that has great potential for transferability.
The cases illustrate the need for combining easy access for
reading and exploring the data for humanities scholars
with the possibility of tailoring particular analyses to
answer specific research questions.

While parliamentary records provide an exceptionally
good resource for studying language and using methods
of Natural Language Processing (NLP), the biggest inter-
est toward parliamentary speech has been in the disci-
plines that focus explicitly on politics. The use of
grammatical parsing, other linguistic annotation and
methods developed for NLP to answer questions that are
ultimately about understanding politics and political dis-
course is not always straightforward. Hence, this article
turns to the process of organizing and cleaning the data,
using language resources to analyze the data and asking
humanities and social science questions to the data. In
doing so, it harmonizes with earlier discussions about
collaboration between computer science and humanities
researchers (see Biemann, Crane, Fellbaum, & Mehler,
2014; Crum, Angello, Liu, & Campion, 2019; Mäkelä
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et al., 2019) and intervenes in the current debate about
the nature of digital humanities and its relationship to
computational modeling. Currently, the debate about the
future of digital humanities has revolved around its
extremely broad scope and variety of methodological
choices. Some have argued for a separation of “contem-
porary humanities,” that is analyses assisted by new
methods and “computational humanities” that consist of
studies that choose humanities phenomena and try to
model them computationally (see especially, Piotrowski,
2019, 2020). Our three cases are all ambitious attempts in
making a humanities impact, but their level of ambition
with regard to computation varies a lot. Still, taken
together they indicate that a neat separation between
modeling in computational humanities and exploration
in contemporary humanities does not fit well. Even the
computationally heaviest example, the one about model-
ing narrative, can only be made intelligible by combining
the two perspectives.

2 | THE CORPORA AND THE
SEARCH SYSTEM

This paper is based on analysis of parliamentary records
and oral history interviews with previous MP's. A project
of the Finnish parliament has interviewed experienced vet-
eran MPs since 1988. Our database contains all available
and transcribed Finnish-language interviews. The inter-
views are transcribed by using the same norms as tran-
scribing the parliamentary records, which means that the
interviews are recorded in standard Finnish. The second
dataset has been drawn from transcripts of plenary ses-
sions of the Finnish parliament from February 1980 to
November 2018. Official records of the Finnish parliament
include some editorial changes with regard to regional-
isms, spoken variants, some syntactic variants, self-correc-
tions, and selected particles (Voutilainen, 2017). The
records were stored as structured XML files or textual PDF
files. Each transcript file contained the speeches made by
members of parliament (MPs), and related metadata such
as the date and time, the issue under discussion, the
speaker's party affiliation, and whether the speech was a
reply. The metadata was stored and associated with indi-
vidual sentences.

The interviews with veteran members of the Finnish
parliament are long semistructured conversations based on
a fixed selection of subjects, including the parliamentarian's
background and biography; election campaigns; everyday
work in the parliament; relationships with significant fig-
ures such as the prime minister; and personal views, for
example, on the purpose and role of the parliament. Former
ministers or MEPs were asked additional questions about

these aspects of their careers. The scope of the Finnish-
language data made available for research use is 378 inter-
views, roughly 883,000 sentences and 11,890,000 word
tokens (except punctuation). Corresponding interview col-
lections exist at least in the UK and the United States, yet
the collection is both rather unique and sparsely used
because of its prominent size.

Parliamentary records include various announce-
ments made on different occasions during plenary ses-
sions, always employing the same phrasing for
consistency. An example of such an announcement is a
vote held about a particular bill and the announcement of
its results. These contents were retained in the documents
for consistency, but excluded from further analysis. The
dataset thus contained only the MPs' transcribed utter-
ances, with a total of roughly 5,200 sessions, 5,285,000 sen-
tences and slightly over 80 million word tokens.

2.1 | Data processing for the search
system

All textual information was parsed and annotated by the
Finnish Dependency Parser, TurkuNLP (Haverinen
et al., 2014), producing Universal Dependencies (UDs).
Morphological specifications of words in UD schemata
contain (a) lemmas representing the semantic content of
the words, (b) part-of-speech tagging representing the
abstract lexical categories, and (c) features representing
lexical and grammatical properties that are associated
with the particular words. The sentences are represented
as trees with words as nodes and their grammatical rela-
tionships as edges connecting the nodes. Such a represen-
tation obviously carries more accurate information of the
text content than treating the text as just a sequence of a
set of words. Syntactic information for each word fea-
tured its function from the list of UD relations, as well as
a single word that the current word depended on.

Morphological identification is particularly beneficial
when dealing with languages that have a plethora of
inflectional forms, carrying grammatical information, as
in the Finnish language. It enables the capture of differ-
ent inflected forms under the same root form, regardless
of how diversely they appeared in the texts. Conversely, it
allows extensive and precise searches for individual forms
without retrieving irrelevant results.

Texts from various datasets were processed by sepa-
rate pipelines, depending on their original format and
quality, and converted into the same structure. Sentences
were morphologically parsed, extended with UD interpre-
tations, and stored with dataset-specific metadata, dis-
cussed above. Each sentence was stored in a MongoDB
collection as an individual document. This database
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system was chosen thanks to its flexible schema and a
wide variety of query operations; the datasets were also
small enough to achieve reasonable performance.

2.2 | The search tool

A custom search tool has been developed as a web applica-
tion to search the dataset. Supporting regular expression
syntax, it enables the user to retrieve individual words and
their combinations according to dictionary forms, with
additional filters on arbitrary morphological properties.
Specifying the first few letters of a word is a simple way to
find all words with the same root, while the last few letters
can capture all words derived using the same ending. This
also interacts well with the common Finnish word forma-
tion mechanism, compounding. For example, searching
for “work” can also retrieve such words as “work shift,”
“workplace,” and “work contract,” or conversely “part-
time work,” “overtime work,” and “shift work.” These are
all single words in Finnish, parsed in their entirety.

The word component of the search allows the user to
locate an individual word, a fragment of it or an entire
class of words, whether in any inflected form, only in the
specified form or only with a certain morphological prop-
erty (e.g., past-tense verbs or singular nouns). Separate
word-specific queries can be joined by AND or OR opera-
tors, resulting in more complex queries. Metadata filters
can also be applied to the search results, further
restricting them in terms of timeframe, speaker or

political party. This results in a powerful search mecha-
nism, although the cost of such flexibility is a certain
steepness of the learning curve.

The basic operation of the search tool is demonstrated
in Figure 1, showing the lemma string in the upper-left
corner: all nouns starting with “work,” in any plural
form. Metadata filters are found directly below that
textbox and several matching sentences are presented
below. A translation of the last entry is provided in the
dashed box at the bottom of the figure; this does not
appear in the actual system. Checkboxes on the right
control the visibility of individual columns, which is use-
ful to remove unnecessary details from view.

The final part of the query (Number = Plur) applies to
the morphological annotation produced by the depen-
dency parser. Figure 2 shows such an annotation for sen-
tence 1776/3464 of Figure 1. Here, form is the actual
form encountered in the sentence, lemma is the inferred
basic form, while head and deprel represent UD informa-
tion. The 17th and the 19th word in Figure 2 match the
beginning of the query, but only the 17th is a plural form
and thus fully satisfies the request. Any property listed in
the feat column may be incorporated into the query as a
filter.

Context can be requested by the user, yielding a
number of extra sentences immediately before and
after each search result. The tool also implements a
“window search” mode for more sophisticated context
retrieval. In this mode, the search begins from the first
keyword of the query and checks the sentences

FIGURE 1 A simple search
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adjacent to every match, up to a specified distance
from it. As long as subsequent keywords are found
nearby, the “window” expands backward and forward
from them; if every keyword is present, the entire cap-
tured block of text is returned to the user. Figure 3
shows this mode in action, with highlighted keywords
(“government” and “power”) located at most two sen-
tences away from each other. The keywords may
appear in different inflected forms.

The combination of metadata, word forms and mor-
phological properties can be used to retrieve initial find-
ings for a number of research questions. The task of the

user is to formulate a reasonable query, not overlooking
relevant words or their groups, and, when necessary,
adjust the query to reduce the result set without losing rel-
evant results.

A basic log of search activity was maintained, partly
to assist in troubleshooting individual queries when nec-
essary. The log provided information about which user
activated the tool, what search terms were included in
the query and what filters or search parameters were
in use. These details were also provided to maintain a
personalized search history: a long list of each user's most
recent queries was available to them, and selecting an

FIGURE 2 Word-by-word morphological annotation

FIGURE 3 Window search
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entry from that list restored the search form to the same
values as used in the “historical” query. Thus, it was pos-
sible to return to a successful query and modify it further.

2.3 | Users and usage of the tool

Users of the tool were researchers from different fields:
ten experts in history of concepts, Finnish history, politi-
cal science, narratology, sociology, linguistics, digital
humanities, statistics, and data mining. A specialist from
the Library of Parliament also participated in the project
as a coordinator of the interview dataset. These
researchers started their work at different stages of the
project. They utilized the tool for their own research, at
different times and in various ways, depending on their
ongoing projects and needs.

Within about two and a half years since the first
deployment of the tool, it has been executed just under
2,800 times. This figure does not include queries made by
the developer: he mostly attempted them for testing pur-
poses, often repeating the exact same search many times
until obtaining the desired results. Most “regular” users
performed between 150 and 200 searches.

Analysis of the log file, especially the lemma compo-
nents of the searches, presents certain suggestions about
the thought patterns of the users and their ways of mak-
ing searches with the tool. A brief instruction was drafted
shortly after the first version of the tool, showcasing the
most common search elements and their combinations.
Furthermore, the small size of the project team allowed
the developer to participate in meetings with the
researchers regularly. He could formulate exact search
queries based on individual needs, modifying them fur-
ther as requested, and it was hoped that the same pat-
terns could be generalized to further searches.

A fairly common search strategy is using a series of
queries, produced within seconds or minutes, with
largely the same parameters and only minor changes in
the lemma string. The first attempts are often incorrect
or needlessly restrictive, suggesting that the user made
adjustments until sufficiently many results were ret-
urned. However, it also appears that these adjustments
were sometimes made randomly, in order to discover
something that happened to work, rather than as a con-
scious effort to form a proper query.

This effect can be attributed to the differences
between our tool and other popular search mechanisms.
The tool relies heavily on regular expression syntax with-
out stepping away from it for reasons of convention.
Searching for a word fragment already returns longer
words with the same substring: extra characters are not
needed to require it specifically, but rather to prevent

these longer words from appearing. Common AND and
OR operators are not used and the operands are instead
grouped using quotation marks, which accordingly do
not have an “exact form” connotation. And while
searching for a basic form generally returns all the possi-
ble inflections, searching for an exact inflection has no
effect—again, unless this exactness is explicitly required.

One fully justified scenario with repeating search
terms could be observed when the scope of requested
context changed between the queries. For example, a
user might have first attempted to retrieve just one
extra sentence, then repeated the same search with
three. Presumably, the context fetched by the first sea-
rch was sometimes attractive but not sufficient, so that
more text was needed around certain hits. The impact
of the “radius” parameter is even greater in the win-
dow search mode, where increasing it may yield
completely new results. This is because, for instance,
keywords located within three sentences of each other
will not be retrieved by a search with a maximum dis-
tance of two.

Another frequent occurrence was a sequence of
searches within a single session and with the same
parameters, but substantially different keywords (none-
theless belonging to a certain theme or simply related, for
example, various words ending with “ism”). The key-
words could be arranged in one query as OR operands,
yet this was not necessarily desired. This pattern likely
illustrates the search tool's explorative potential, when a
look through the material already suggests new terms for
further searches.

Finally, the general trend over time is that searches
have gradually become somewhat more advanced. Some
functions remain clearly unpopular, such as keyword
negation that excludes results featuring a particular
word: apparently, used keywords are often rare enough
to require no further elimination. However, filters on
morphological properties and grouped terms have been
used with more consistency, and this is not only a conse-
quence of agreeing queries with the developer but of
independent search-making and learning. Likewise,
when a chain of improper searches is found, more often
it tends to evolve toward a reasonable query rather than
trailing off fruitlessly.

Certain lessons can definitely be learned from the
queries accumulated so far, such as the role of conven-
tions and the tradeoff between flexibility and simplicity.

3 | CASE STUDIES

This section presents three different scenarios where a
research problem was approached by specialists from
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various fields, aided by the developed search tool: an
investigation into the understanding of power, a study
of “isms” in a temporal context, and an attempt to iden-
tify narratives within the data. The approaches chosen
in each case differ notably from each other and also
result in fairly diverse utilization of the search tool,
exposing its strengths and weaknesses. References made
in the description of each scenario only apply to that
particular case.

3.1 | The self-understanding of power

Political scientists, sociologists and philosophers have
pursued the most accurate definitions of “power.” This
study, resorting to the history of concepts approach, asks
instead how the actual political actors, in this case former
members of the Finnish parliament, use the concept of
power in their oral history interviews. In doing so, we
pose the following questions: (a) How often is the term
“power” used, absolutely and in comparison with other
key concepts? Are there temporal trends in the numbers
between 1988 and 2018? (b) Is power understood as a con-
stant power-of-command, a power of decision, belonging
to separate individuals, or rather as a chance requiring
cooperation, skills and proper timing? (c) Is power con-
ceived as a structural (e.g., belonging to a class), collective
(e.g., belonging to a party) or individual phenomenon?
(d) How is power evaluated (e.g., in negative, positive, or
critical terms)? (e) How stable or context-dependent con-
cepts do individual veteran MPs have?

The focus of this study is on qualitative political text
analysis. The results of earlier research, based on smaller,
hand-picked materials, suffer from low generalizability
(Hyvärinen, 2003). The available Finnish-language inter-
views comprised almost 12 million words—far too much
for traditional qualitative analysis, for reading, selecting
and marking individual hits, let alone counting and com-
paring the frequencies. The interviews in our corpus were
searched with the lemma of “valta” (power). Each located
sentence was accompanied with metadata, including the
name and political party of the interviewee, the date of
the interview, and the name of the interviewer. This
often enabled further reasoning based on the political
biography of the interviewee and the context in which
power was mentioned.

The mechanism of word compounding added a com-
plication to the computational analysis. A common Finn-
ish way in coining new terms is to build compound
nouns. Being a short and old word, “valta” (power) is
used to derive many other concepts. These include both
unrelated ones, such as violence (“väkivalta”) and realm
(“valtakunta”), and fairly relevant ones, for example,

authority (“arvovalta”) and influence (“vaikutusvalta”).
The irrelevant compounds were explicitly specified in the
queries. The corpus of relevant search results required
cleaning and reflection concerning the conceptual limits.
In our case, we omitted violence but included authority
and influence. Our argument is that, even though power
and authority are clearly distinct concepts in English, the
Finnish form of the words (“arvovalta,” “vaikutusvalta”)
invites them to a particular “valta-family” of terms.

Finnish language is easier to search than English in
the sense that some common uses of English “power”
(e.g., electric power) are not expressed with “valta” in
Finnish. Literally, “nuclear power” is “ydinvoima,”
“nuclear force,” in Finnish. Our study analyzes the ways
politicians use the language of “valta” (power). When the
former MPs discuss power issues without using this con-
cept is an entirely different question, which could only be
answered by qualitative analysis.

The whole corpus contained 3,506 references to power
(“valta”), which makes it the 98th on the list of most popu-
lar nouns. Among the other key concepts of politics, power
had a moderate position. The most common concepts of
politics were (political) party (25376), government (20251),
politics (10609), and state (3703). The interviewed veteran
politicians preferred concrete concepts over more abstract
terms, such as citizen (1506) or democracy (1007). The
quantitative analysis revealed an increase in the use of
“valta” (power) over time. However, closer analysis
showed that the language of power was typically used only
when prompted by the interviewer. Interviews were con-
ducted by 17 historians, and a few of them had a great
interest in issues of power. In the early 1990s, one of the
interviewers noted the relevance of power and suggested a
change in the thematic structure of the interviews. Even
after the revision of the interview guide, the differences
between interviewers endured. Rather than finding a solid,
quantitative trend of the references of power, we discov-
ered the crucial role of the interviewers and the interviews'
thematic structure (see Holstein & Gubrium, 1995). Trac-
ing down the origin of the differences required contacting
the actual interviewers.

After the basic counting, the amount of search hits
was still high for careful qualitative analysis. At the same
time, the qualitative questions resisted operationalizations
that could have enabled further computerized analysis.
The discrepancy, however, was not so much between digi-
tal and humanistic ways of study as between political
thinking and linguistics, in the sense that the distinctions
relevant for the qualitative analysis of concept usage did
not have clear linguistic markers, which could have been
captured by digital means. The only solution was seen in
the laborious reading and marking of the 3,506 references,
which was performed manually.
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A close examination of the occurrences of power
resulted in the following preliminary observations.
(a) The concept of power was not used as often as
suggested in previous literature (Haugaard & Clegg, 2009,
p. 1). The amount of references was, to a relevant extent,
dependent on the interview questions and the inter-
viewers. (b) Part of the veterans privileged the under-
standing of power as personal power-of-command and
power to decide. For them, the role of the MP did not
provide any relevant power, in contrast to the positions
in the Cabinet, city administration or trade unions. Those
who focused on power in the parliamentary process often
used the terms “vaikutusvalta” (influence) and
“arvovalta” (authority). (c) Part of the most leftist inter-
viewees systematically avoided discussing the power of
an individual MP and refuted the power of the parlia-
ment as regards the “power of economy.” On the other
side of the political spectrum, interviewees often resisted
the “power of trade unions.” In particular, the veterans
from previously leading government parties also had the
perspective of the power of an individual MP, working in
and between the parliamentary groups, committees, and
party leadership. (d) The range of possible evaluations of
power is wide. The discourse of corrupting power was
used in particular by the opponents of President Urho
Kekkonen (whose term “in power” continued from 1956
to 1982). However, most veterans accepted the necessity
of power in pursuing desirable policies. (e) Rather than
employing a single solid concept of power, most inter-
viewees kept using several, even contradicting ways of
using “power.” Often, one's own actions were conceptual-
ized in terms of advancing good policies and the oppo-
nents' actions in terms of power. Therefore, power
functioned more prominently as a concept of criticism
and resistance than as a tool of neutral description.

Two significant conclusions can be made from the
perspective of this case study. First, morphological dis-
tinctions have been only partially useful in obtaining
valid search results: semantically different words related
to the same concept may be constructed in the same
manner, and the search tool was unable to distinguish
relevant ones among them. Second, the “traditional”
analysis of concepts was possible to this extent only after
parsing the interview material in a way that enabled the
efficient selection of the relevant statements.

3.2 | Isms in parliamentary speech

Ism-words such as “liberalism,” “republicanism,” and
“communism” are forward-looking projections that have
been crucial in the formation of modern political culture
(Höpfl, 1983; Koselleck, 2011) and important in the

construction of ideological, cultural, religious and scien-
tific traditions (Kurunmäki & Marjanen, 2018b).
Although many scholarly interventions claim that ideo-
logical grand narratives or doctrines can no longer guide
and explain the political imagination and action
(e.g., Lyotard, 1979), others debate whether new (or re-
actualised) isms, such as “populism,” “neoliberalism,”
and “multiculturalism,” are proper ideologies with coher-
ent doctrines and historical narratives of their own
(e.g., Freeden, 2017).

In order to assess whether old isms still matter or
whether new isms have taken their role as navigating
concepts in political rhetoric, we have investigated the use
of ism-words in Finnish parliament between 1980 and
2018 through the search system. We quantified the tempo-
ral variation of popular ism words in the Finnish parlia-
ment. Figure 4 shows that the classical isms of political
positioning, that is, “socialism” and “capitalism,” had still
been actively used in the 1980s, but their popularity
decreased after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991.
The September 11 attacks in the United States affected the
use of isms in Finland by raising “terrorism” to the core of
political debate. Interestingly, the effect persisted as terror-
ism remained frequently used in most years after 2001.
Another new ism, “racism,” was first spoken of in 1986
and became a steady part of parliamentary debate in the
1990s onwards.

Using temporal metadata to plot relative frequencies
of ism words over time indicated a long-term shift from
“socialism” and “capitalism” to “terrorism” and “racism,”
but time series analysis does not shed much light on the
historical factors behind the shift. Thus, we decided to
explore party-political metadata connected to ism words.
At this point we did not discriminate against any isms, as
the inclusion of even seemingly unideological isms such
as journalism or realism is telling of the party profiles.

FIGURE 4 Relative frequency of four popular isms in the

Finnish parliament, 1980–2018
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Table 1 shows the most frequent isms used by four differ-
ent parties: first, in the upper part of the table, the two
major parties in the Finnish parliament of 1980–1991,
that is, moderate left-wing Social Democratic Party and
moderate right-wing National Coalition Party, and sec-
ond, in the lower part of the table, the two new parties
that have gained popularity after the collapse of the
Soviet Union: the liberal Green League and right-wing
populist Finns Party.

The SDP still used “socialism” as the positive alterna-
tive to “capitalism” and “market capitalism” in the 1980s
but later distanced itself from the concept that had been
crucial for the ideological make-up of the party since its
birth in 1899: the relative frequency of socialism dropped
to a mere 4.3 instances per million words during 1992–
2018. The National Coalition Party also constructed its
political identity with “socialism” as a counter concept
before, but switched from “socialism” to “communism”
in the post-Soviet era: the relative frequency of socialism
decreased to 4.9 instances per million words, whereas
“communism” simultaneously rose to 13.2 per million

words, the highest number among all parties. The rising
new parties, the Green League and the Finns were the
most active to use both “terrorism” and “racism” in
the parliamentary debates of 1992–2018. This does not
mean that the new parties would explain the rise of new
isms. Rather, all parties increased their references to “ter-
rorism” and “racism” over time, but the new parties used
them most frequently. It can be assumed that the
old division of clearly competing ideological isms
(e.g., socialism/communism versus capitalism) worked
better for the traditional parties than the new era of uni-
laterally negative isms (e.g., terrorism, racism) which, in
turn, favored the newcomers of Finnish politics.

It has been pointed out in previous studies of isms
that these words often appear in clusters with other
isms (Kurunmäki & Marjanen, 2018a). In order to see
whether this is the case in Finnish parliamentary
debates, we traced co-occurrences of isms using the “win-
dow search” feature of the tool with a distance of three.
That is, the tool returned all instances (2019 in total)
where two isms, same or different ones, appeared within

TABLE 1 Most popular isms of four parties in the Finnish parliament

Social democratic party 1980–1991 National coalition party 1980–1991

Top 10 ism words Relative frequency per million words Top 10 ism words Relative frequency per million words

Parliamentarism 71.7 Parliamentarism 22.7

Socialism 17.8 Socialism 20.2

Capitalism 13.4 Realism 7.0

Populism 12.6 Humanism 7.0

Realism 7.8 Optimism 5.4

Optimism 7.8 Populism 4.9

Racism 5.9 Communism 4.5

Facism 3.7 Terrorism 4.1

Terrorism 3.3 Capitalism 2.9

Market capitalism 3.3 Protectionism 2.9

Green league 1992–2018 Finns party 1995–2018

Top 10 ism words Relative frequency per million words Top 10 ism words Relative frequency per million words

Terrorism 43.9 Terrorism 59.1

Parliamentarism 25.4 Racism 19.2

Racism 21.8 Socialism 17.8

Realism 16.5 Parliamentarism 16.6

Populism 15.5 Realism 15.2

Journalism 5.3 Populism 14.2

Socialism 4.1 Capitalism 8.8

Optimism 3.9 Communism 7.8

Protectionism 3.4 Journalism 6.2

Everyday realism 3.2 Age racism 4.5
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three sentences of each other. Such textual fragments
were further expanded left and right until no more isms
emerged for three consecutive sentences. Each ism of a
given window formed a pair with every other one, and
also with itself if it appeared multiple times.

As can be seen in Table 2, the far most common pair
of isms is “socialism” and “capitalism,” followed by
“communism” and “Nazism” and “socialism” and “com-
munism.” While our findings may seem expected, they
nonetheless help us develop more detailed research ques-
tions when combined with the knowledge gained from
previous research and the possibility to expand the con-
text provided by our search tool. It is therefore possible to
make at least three research hypotheses.

First, based on the history-theoretical notion of antag-
onistic conceptual pairs as an important characteristic of
political language (Koselleck, 2011), we argue that isms in
Finnish political rhetoric form pairs of opposites such as
“socialism” and “capitalism” or “parliamentarism” and
“populism.” Second, given the notion that ideological isms
have often been used as pejorative labels or regarded as
harmful altogether (Kurunmäki & Marjanen, 2018b), it is
clear that some of the conceptual pairs are not antagonis-
tic but, rather, indicate some kind of similarity. Therefore,
pairs such as “Nazism” and “fascism” but also “socialism”
and “communism” or “communism” and “Nazism”—
depending on the context and the speaker—are rhetorical
equations in which negative sentiment is transferred
between the isms. Third, pairs such as “parliamentarism”
and “normal parliamentarism” as well as “socialism” and
“real socialism” suggest that much of the discourse of isms
has been about using them as navigating concepts and
qualifying them through adjective use.

The study of isms used the search system in a twofold
manner. First, it performed some exploratory data analysis
in order to construct bottom-up hypotheses on the role of
isms in the parliamentary debate. Temporal analysis hel-
ped scholars to generate a hypothesis on the diachronic
change in the use of isms, party-political analysis showed
that the change was not caused by an individual party but
by several parties, perhaps indicating a shift in the Finnish
political culture as a whole, and co-occurrence analysis
showed that the classical ideologically laden isms
(e.g., socialism and capitalism) clustered together more
strongly and performed different rhetorical functions than
the most popular isms of the 21st century (e.g., racism and
terrorism). Second, it used the possibilities to produce sim-
ple statistics of normalized frequencies and co-occurrences
to strengthen points arising from reading text passages in
context. Producing statistics that were tailored to answer
very specific humanities claims highlights the need for tog-
gling back and forth between qualitative interpretation
and quantitative representations of parliamentarians' talk.

3.3 | Identifying narratives

The most challenging task the search tool has been used
for is the attempt to automatically detect narratives in the
interview corpus. What makes identifying narratives par-
ticularly difficult is that narrative is a function of lan-
guage, not a form. Furthermore, narrative studies have
not indicated particular linguistic forms present in every
narrative. Thus far, computational narratology has aimed
at detecting individual local narrative features from a text
globally identified as narrative by humanities scholars.
These features have included temporal sequences (Bögel,
Strötgen, & Gertz, 2015) and certain types of action and
actant roles (Droog-Hayes, Wiggins, & Purver, 2018;
Ouyang & McKeown, 2014). Our model identifies com-
plete narratives from a corpus not globally narrative in
nature. Due to the nature of the interviews as retrospec-
tion of the MPs' careers, informants report and describe
the past, which is why the linguistic surface between nar-
rative and other types of reporting past events is of spe-
cial interest in this project.

Narrative studies is a multi- and interdisciplinary field
without shared understanding on how to define narra-
tive. Three basic approaches include the cognitive, which
defines narrative as a tool to make sense of the world, the
rhetoric, which sees narrative as an intentional act of per-
suasion, and the semiotic, which emphasizes narrative as
an articulation of some story content (see Hatavara &
Toikkanen, 2019). Most definitions of narrative recognize
at least two components in any narrative: story events
and their organization into a narrative (Rimmon-

TABLE 2 Isms most commonly appearing close to other isms

in the Finnish parliament, 1980–2018

Ism pair Absolute frequency

Socialism and capitalism 63

Communism and Nazism 20

Socialism and communism 11

Optimism and pessimism 11

Parliamentarism and normal
parliamentarism

9

Socialism and real socialism 7

Parliamentarism and populism 6

Nazism and fascism 5

Terrorism and racism 5

Fascism and communism 5

Optimism and realism 5
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Kenan, 2006). Still, as noted by David Herman (2009,
pp. 1–2), not all representations of a sequence of events
are narratives. Our model provides a methodology to
identify prototypical narratives and thus distinguish nar-
ratives from other representations of events. It seeks to
detect narratives in natural language use, but—given the
goals of the project and the complexity of defining a
narrative—exact matching of the narratives' start and
end points was not a priority.

Herman (2009, p. 14) identifies four elements of a
prototypical narrative: (a) a narrative representation is
situated, that is, it occurs in a specific occasion for telling,
(b) the representation is about particularized events in a
structured time-course, (c) the represented events intro-
duce a disruption in the represented world, and (d) the
representation conveys how it feels for a human-like
agent to live through the represented events. Unfortu-
nately, none of these basic elements have been linked to
particular linguistic markers. In order to operationalize
these elements of narrative for automatic detection, our
model needs to (a) distinguish between the time points of
the represented events and the situated telling about
them, therefore detecting both situated telling and a rep-
resented time-course, (b) locate an experiencer in the
represented events in order to recognize the portrayal of
someone living through them.

We have a subcorpus of narratives that were manu-
ally annotated by experts in narrative studies, who made
systematic interpretative decisions based on elements
proposed by Herman. However, this subcorpus is not
large enough to use data-intensive machine learning to
identify narratives or to address the two needs of
operationalization directly. Therefore, we utilize linguis-
tic features, producing a rule-based method. Since a nar-
rative incorporates a relation between two points of time
and two subjectivities, we intend to locate constructions
of two distinct elements. First, a sentence is required to

build the relation between the point of the telling and the
point of the told—the nuclear sentence. Second, other
sentences are needed to portray the events told—the con-
text sentences. A relationship between a nuclear sentence
and several context sentences is expected to bring
together the situated telling and the experience in the
represented time-course.

Thus, the model first searches for a nuclear sentence
featuring any of the following: (a) a finite verb in the per-
fect tense; (b) a when-clause; (c) a third-person form of a
speech act verb (see Pajunen 2001). For example, any
sentence containing “has gone,” “have left,” or a third-
person form of verbs such as “say,” “speak,” or “tell”
would qualify as a nuclear sentence (see also Table 3 for
a broader example). Second, the model looks ahead and
behind each nuclear sentence for context sentences,
which must contain a finite verb in preterite or pluperfect
tense (in the active voice). Third, the model forms
sequences from these two types of sentences: the nuclear
sentence must be followed by at least two context sen-
tences. When this condition is met, the sequence is
extended by further context sentences as long as they
directly precede or follow the nuclear sentence. We call
the complete sequences found by the model passages.

In the implementation of this model, detecting when-
clauses was fairly simple, given that this conjunction
itself rarely appears without its clause. The positive pret-
erite is morphologically distinct in Finnish and directly
identified by the parser. However, negative finite forms
as well as perfect and pluperfect tenses are periphrastic
constructions (verb olla, to be, as an auxiliary verb),
which makes their identification more complex. Due to
Finnish language's grammatically free word order, these
verb constructions can also split and the distance
between their parts can be several words.

It was initially intended to use the parser's UD infor-
mation, with the assumption that the auxiliary verb's

TABLE 3 Example of a manually annotated narrative found by the model

Minä en ollut AKS:n jäsen, enkä tuntenut silloinkaan
vetoa IKL:ään

I was not a member of AKS, nor did I feel attracted to IKL,
even then

Veljeni, joka sitten kaatui, hän oli enemmän kallellaan sinne
IKL:ään päin

My brother, who was later killed in action, he was more prone to
IKL

Mutta minä olin siinä suhteessa pidättyväisempi But I was more reserved in that matter

Minä muistan hyvin, minulla oli opettajana sellainen [nimi1]
-niminen, siihen aikaan jo vanha opettaja ja hän oli innokas
IKL:läinen, niin kuin maalaiskansakoulun opettajat usein
olivat

I remember it well, I had, as a teacher, this [name1], at the time
already an old teacher, and he was an eager member of IKL,
just as teachers in the countryside often were

Veljeni kertoi, että hän oli kerran sanonut minusta se [nimi1],
he olivat kaksi IKL:läistä, että siinä [haastatellun nimi] on
toinen henki, kun minä olin hiukan kriittisempi

My brother told me what he had once said about me, this
[name1], they were two members of IKL, that this [the
interviewee's name] has another kind of attitude, since I was a
bit more critical
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dependency would point to its participle. Thus, a combi-
nation of a participle in the nominative case and an aux-
iliary verb referring to it would indicate a perfect tense
form. The auxiliary's form, much like in English, would
then determine whether (indicative) perfect, pluperfect
or perhaps conditional perfect is in question. Yet the
parser's syntactic annotations were not as reliable as mor-
phological ones: we noticed that the auxiliary verb was
sometimes linked to a different word than its participle,
and “backtracking” along the dependency chain from
either word tended to introduce false positives.

A more practical approach that was ultimately dis-
covered to identify perfect tense tends to focus only on
the morphology, completely ignoring UD data. It
extracts only the verb forms from a given sentence
and analyzes them left-to-right, trying to bring
together all the components of a potential compound
form. When a verb is found that may act as an auxil-
iary, the algorithm looks ahead to see if it is indeed
followed by a participle or is in fact a self-sufficient
main verb. In the former case, the perfect tense is in
question and its exact characteristics will be derived
from the auxiliary. In the latter case, the parser's
annotation of the main verb determines its voice, per-
son, number, and tense.

Table 3 presents an example discovered by the model
and manually annotated as a narrative, with the original
text in the left column and the English translation in the
right one.

The last sentence of Table 3 is the nuclear sentence
with two speech act verbs (in bold) in third person (each
referring to a different person). Besides this annotated
narrative, the passage identified by the model also
includes as many as 33 following sentences. They are in
preterite but report varying happenings and are not inter-
pretatively part of this narrative. The first three sentences
preceding the nuclear sentence are also in preterite. They
belong to the narrative as portrayals of the experience of
the speaker and his brother living through the past

events. The endpoints of all the narratives were encoded
in the annotation, so that the overlap between them and
the model's output could be observed.

The model's accuracy was evaluated by running it on
a subcorpus of seven manually annotated interviews and
comparing the passages found by the model with the sen-
tences belonging to actual narratives in the annotation.
Table 4 illustrates the model's findings: a narrative was
considered “found” if at least one sentence of it
was retrieved by the model, and a single narrative's sen-
tences could be split between multiple passages.

Comparing the model's findings with annotated mate-
rial indicates that there is substantial overlap with actual
narratives, but few precise matches. Many passages found
by the model, like the example above, include long
chains of past-tense sentences, going beyond the bound-
aries of the actual narrative. The rarity of exact matches
is expected, since even expert annotators often disagree
with each other on the beginnings and ends of narratives.
Another significant issue is the presence of texts that
should be considered mere instances of reporting, not of
narration. The nature of speech act verbs allows them to
be employed for reporting purposes (“they said,” “he
told”) without establishing narrative structures. Regard-
ing the portrayal of experience as a central feature of nar-
ratives, we expect verbs in the categories of mental action
as well as affect and emotion also to be frequent in narra-
tives besides speech act verbs. At this stage, the speech
act verbs is the only category applied, but mental action
verbs and verbs of affect may be examined in the future.

Recognizing narratives is a hard task, as even special-
ists often need to discuss whether a particular passage of
text contains a narrative or not. Doing that computation-
ally is apparently also hard. In our case, of course, we
have a special domain and a specific dataset, which may
on the one hand make the task easier in some aspects
while on the other hand make it more difficult in others.
In such a setting, analyzing the quality of our results is
hard as there is no real reference point.

TABLE 4 Performance of the model on annotated data

Interview Sentences
Annotated
narratives

Annotated narratives
found by the model

Passages found
by the model

Passages not overlapping
with any narratives

1 1,386 30 24 (80%) 46 21 (46%)

2 3,392 50 45 (90%) 131 81 (62%)

3 1,602 21 20 (95%) 41 23 (56%)

4 1,775 12 9 (75%) 64 52 (81%)

5 2,657 22 20 (91%) 95 73 (77%)

6 2,700 37 32 (86%) 86 53 (62%)

7 2,758 37 35 (95%) 98 55 (56%)
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Let us consider, as a point of comparison, a classic
hard read comprehension task where the problem con-
sists of a passage—a news article, and a task of guessing
which entity appearing in the news article belongs to a
position in the article's bullet point (Chen, Bolton, &
Manning, 2016). The guess is performed from the entities
appearing in the news article text and the entity to be
guessed is replaced by a placeholder. In this relatively
hard novel task, the first attempts reached up to around
56% accuracy without machine learning and using neural
networks, and nearly 70% accuracy using neural net-
works. Later the neural solutions have reached around
80% accuracy. In our case, neural networks were not
applicable due to a small amount of annotated data.
Surely, our problem is rather different but generally we
see that we have a reasonable solution for a genuinely
hard NLP problem. Our model found a large fraction
(from 75 to 95%) of the existing narratives, however it still
suffers from a relatively high number of false positives.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

We developed two corpora and a search system to facili-
tate utilization of Natural Language Processing in digital
humanities research. The system was used in three case
studies demonstrating three different ways of using gram-
matically parsed corpora to make sense of a large amount
of parliamentary data. First, in the study of power, key-
word searches were utilized to find relevant material for
close reading in order to answer qualitative research
questions. Second, in the case of isms, metadata inte-
grated into the corpora (date and party-political affilia-
tion) and a user-demanded feature of the search system
(flexible window search) enabled humanities scholars to
generate several hypotheses on the major changes in the
Finnish political culture. Third, in the analysis of narra-
tives, the search system facilitated experts of narrative
studies and computer scientists to develop a computa-
tional method to identify a complex concept in the
dataset. Our system had a key role in successful treat-
ment of the humanities research tasks.

Thus, instead of trying to define what the digital
humanities should be, this article has shown through con-
crete examples that the distinction between contemporary
humanities and computational humanities is not always
that useful. Inquiry can seldom be reduced to computa-
tional modeling of humanities research questions. Instead,
studies using digital resources relate to many different
needs in the context of humanities: not only modeling, but
also finding information more quickly and effectively and
generating hypotheses with the help of simple quantifica-
tions. Even in complex modeling tasks, such as our case

on identifying narratives, there was a need to revert back
to simpler methods in order to facilitate contextual knowl-
edge that supports interpretation of models. From an
information science perspective, it is essential that a tool
facilitates exploration and gradual development of high-
quality corpus utilization. However, also from the perspec-
tive of computational humanities the interpretative ele-
ment is strong. Even if modeling is successful, the most
crucial part of a study lies in the interpretation of the
results and that cannot be performed without the contem-
porary humanities perspective.

The parsed corpora together is a collection of both
broad size, with over 6 million sentences and extendable
in principle to about 15 million using older plenary ses-
sions, and superb quality. Documents belonging to the
collection have been proofread and refined repeatedly, to
the point where spelling errors are virtually nonexistent.
Even spoken language, which differs noticeably from the
literary standard in Finland, was not an issue: parliamen-
tary speech has much in common with written language,
and the presence of spoken forms is minimal since the
transcription process generally converts them to standard
language (Voutilainen, 2017).

Directions to further develop the system fall into three
categories: (a) extension and further cleaning of the data
in the corpora, (b) improving the linguistic processing of
the data, and (c) improving the search system.

While the interview data will only grow as new inter-
views are hopefully produced in the future, there are still
parliamentary records from the past that are only avail-
able in pdf format, having several technical complica-
tions for utilization, as the quality is variable and text
placement in the pages is not optimal for OCR. There are
separate attempts to produce cleaned-up versions
reaching further in the past. The other option is to invest
manual work to improve the quality resulting from OCR.
Utilization of the pdfs is risky both considering the actual
texts and the metadata. As for the pdf-format data, we
have been able to correct metadata errors gradually by
adjusting the post-OCR parsing process and trying to
account for various edge cases.

The improvement of linguistic processing relates to
the utilization of UD parsed data. While the parser
mostly produces the necessary useful information, we
have had to post-process some of the UD information.
For instance, sometimes adjectives point to unrelated
words, so they are checked for agreement in their case
and number, or lack of case and number altogether. Mul-
tiple adjectives for a noun are sometimes arranged in the
UD in such a way that a more distant adjective points to
another less distant adjective, not directly to the noun,
which also requires post-processing. Parts of compound
verb forms do not necessarily retain UD links to each
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other, either, partly due to the freedom of Finnish word
order and the possibility to split verb phrases. Using both
morphological and syntactic annotations may be required
to detect such compounds more accurately.

As for the actual search system, the planned further
developments are related to automatically producing
more statistics, and exporting models for further analysis
using, for example, a data analysis/statistical software.

A particular strength of our search system compared
to for instance the Korp system used by the Finnish Lan-
guage Bank (Kielipankki) is that it is relatively easy to
use the context around the searched term when
searching the corpora. Based on the queries performed
and requested by the users, more statistics for co-
occurrences would be useful as search criteria as well as
search output. Also, co-occurrences and interactions of
words, temporal expressions, and metadata are of interest
to the users. This is already supported to some extent in
the search system, but we plan to automate tests of statis-
tical significance as a part of our future work.

We created a system for the corpora with its own sea-
rch mechanism, and utilized the system with the con-
tents of Plenary sessions of Finnish Parliament to analyze
meaningful research problems in humanities. The vol-
ume of material we are dealing with would not be feasi-
ble to study manually. The grammatical information
played a central role in the utilization of the system for
digital humanities.
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